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- Preliminary Notes communicating information about "works in progress." The text may not exceed 1,200 words. Authors may submit (a) two illustrations, (b) two tables, or (c) one table and one illustration. An additional 400 words of text may be submitted if no illustrations or tables are required.

- Case Reports or brief clinical notes. More than one patient may be described if there are obvious similarities in the phenomena or reactions described. The requirements for length of a Case Report are the same as those of Preliminary Notes.
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- Letters to the Editor are comments on material previously published in the Journal or personal opinions of limited but immediate interest in relation to the "state of the art."
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- Manuscripts must be typed double spaced on one side of 8½ x 11-in. bond paper with at least 1-in. margin on each side. Each paragraph should be indented. The original with three carbons must be provided.
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- References must be cited in the text by number (underlined) in parenthesis in order of appearance. A cumulative list according to reference number must be submitted on a separate page double-spaced. Literature references should follow the following order: name of author (last name first, then initials with no punctuation, cap and lower case), title of article (initial cap and lower case), name of journal, volume number, page numbers, year of publication.
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